INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
FOUR STEP SAFETY REVIEW
Quad Plus provides a multi-step Safety Review and documentation package with emphasis on the new machine
control and reliability standards specified in ANSI B11,
ISO 13849 and IEC 62061.





Conduct formal Peer Risk Assessments
Identify appropriate remediation strategies
Assist in creating engineering control solutions
Deliver on-site third party validation of safety
functions

REGULATIONS & STANDARDS
Today’s close relationship between OSHA regulations and ANSI standards means simply “complying
with OSHA” still leaves your organization legally
vulnerable. Performing a formal risk assessment
and documenting your organization’s safety mitigation efforts can serve as an important element
of a legal defense in the unfortunate event of a
mishap.

PROACTIVE APPROACH
Quad Plus helps our customer by providing controlled
access to ‘muting zones’ for tasks such as adjustment,
cleaning, and replenishment allow the adjoining processes to remain in a productive state without the
need to lose production time for lockout-tagout tasks.
Quad Plus helps our customer by providing third-party
verification of ANSI B11, ISO 13849, IEC 62061, and
ISO 12100 conformity.

About Quad Plus
Quad Plus provides industrial control systems, solutions, and services. We offer an uncompromising level of
service and expertise to maintain our customers’ productivity. Our extensive process and engineering knowledge
spans from the utility pole to the motor shaft. With an on-going commitment to follow-up service, parts, and
repairs, we are all you need for continued success.
We are recognized in the field as a leader in drive and motor control. Solutions are designed in-house through
research and development tailored to meet each client’s specific needs. Our engineering staff includes electrical,
mechanical, civil/structural, chemical, and controls engineering.
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